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Abstract
The steep gradient edge region and Scrape-Off-Layer on the low-field-side of Alcator C-Mod
(I.H. Hutchinson et al., Phys. Plasmas 1, 1511 (1994)) tokamak plasmas are studied using gas-puff-
imaging diagnostics. In L-mode plasmas, the region extending ∼ 2cm inside the magnetic separa-
trix has fluctuations showing a broad, turbulent spectrum, propagating in the electron diamagnetic
drift direction, whereas features in the open field line region propagate in the ion diamagnetic drift
direction. This structure is robust against toroidal field strength, poloidal null-point geometry,
plasma current and plasma density. Global parameter dependence of spectral and spatial structure
of the turbulence inside the separatrix is explored and characterized, and both the intensity and
spectral distributions are found to depend strongly on the plasma density normalized to the toka-
mak density limit. In H-mode discharges the fluctuations at and inside the magnetic separatrix
show fundamentally different trends compared to L-mode, with the electron diamagnetic direction
propagating turbulence greatly reduced in ELM-free, and completely dominated by the mode-like
structure of the Quasi-Coherent Mode in Enhanced D-Alpha regimes (A.E. Hubbard et al., Phys.
Plasmas 8, 2033 (2001)), while the normalized SOL turbulence is largely unaffected.
∗cziegler@psfc.mit.edu
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I. INTRODUCTION
The region at the edge of tokamak plasmas exhibiting a steep gradient in plasma density
and temperature in the low confinement regime (L-mode) and a density- and temperature-
pedestal in the high confinement regime (H-mode) is crucial for the understanding of con-
finement states, transport and plasma–wall interactions. Cross-field transport across the last
closed flux surface (LCFS) and the near Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL) is believed to be directly
linked with the global confinement properties of the plasma [1–4], as well as the physics
of the L-H transition itself. In the open field line region, particle transport is found to
be dominated by intermittent events – radially propagating plasma “blobs”– in nearly all
types of magnetically confined plasmas [5, 6, 8–11]; and although recent experimental stud-
ies on low pressure devices [12] have linked the formation mechanism of these structures to
theoretically expected instabilities, blob-generation in tokamaks is still not well understood.
Nevertheless, recent experiments on Alcator C-Mod [13] have revealed a number of con-
nections between global operating parameters (density and temperature profiles, plasma
currents) and dimensionless scaling parameters of electromagnetic turbulence. These ad-
vances, together with the above transport phenomenology have led to the hypothesis that
edge transport physics is described as a system near marginal stability [14, 15]. Therefore,
both electromagnetic instabilities and critical gradients are of interest since they are thought
to play a decisive role inside the LCFS determining the width of the edge gradient in all
confinement regimes. Moreover, in the low-field-side pedestal, decidedly mode-like plasma
responses, such as the Quasi-Coherent Mode of the Enhanced D-Alpha (EDA) H-mode [16]
are found, which are known to drive particle transport [17]. How these modes develop and
what their connection is to edge turbulence remains a question.
Finally, all the above dynamics and their dependence on plasma density (or collisionality)
are thought to play an essential role in the physics that sets the robust Greenwald density
limit [18]. With that as motivation we describe the dependence of the edge turbulence
characteristics upon electron density normalized to the Greenwald density.
This paper reports a set of recent experimental observations of edge turbulence structure
in a radially broad zone at high time resolution at the low-field-side of Alcator C-Mod and its
connections and implications to particle transport. Section II describes the main diagnostics
and the region observed in this study. Measurements of edge and SOL turbulence spectra,
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propagation velocities and their trends in both L-mode and H-mode discharges are presented
in Section III. First the general findings from L-mode plasmas are introduced, which also
provides some background for the H-mode experiments and motivation for concentrating on
the turbulence of the edge region. In particular, the edge turbulence is shown to respond
quite sensitively to plasma density. Then results from H-mode experiments are used to
present further evidence for the connection of edge turbulence (ie turbulence just inside the
LCFS) and cross-field particle transport, by showing that the different confinement regimes
have specific “fingerprints” in the dispersion relations of the observed turbulence. Since the
two subsections treat different kinds of plasma discharges, their descriptions are included at
the beginning of each subsection. Finally, Section IV summarizes the major findings, relates
them to the trends found in the SOL, and makes an attempt at outlining a picture of the
edge/SOL region.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A poloidal section of Alcator C-Mod is shown in Fig. 1 with cross sections of the magnetic
flux surfaces of a typical lower-single-null (LSN) equilibrium and the schematic of the array
of gas-puff-imaging (GPI) diagnostic views overlaid. The diagnostic focuses on the low-
field-side “midplane” region using a 9 × 10 array of in-vessel optical fibers with toroidally
viewing, horizontal lines of sight. The optics are filtered to receive the deuterium Balmer
α line (λ = 656nm) which is locally enhanced at the toroidal position of the system’s focus
by a D2 gas puff from a nearby nozzle. The fibers are coupled to high sensitivity (quantum
efficiency at 656nm = 0.8) avalanche-photo-diodes (APD). The APD’s and their electronics
are cooled to 15◦C in order to maximize the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio and maintain a constant
APD gain (typically ∼ 50). The bandwidth of the electronics is BW >∼ 1MHz, and the
signals are digitized at a rate of 2M frames per second. Due to the low noise characteristics
of the detectors and amplifiers, the system is photon noise limited above 500kHz at the light
intensities commonly encountered.
The viewing area is 4cm (radial)×4.4cm (vertical), with an in-focus spot size of 3.7mm for
each of the 90 individual channels, viewing the region with major radii of 88cm < R < 92cm
and heights-above-axis of −5.4cm < z < −1cm. Note that the radial extent of the field
of view Lvis = 4cm (≈ 0.2× minor radius) is broad compared to the relevant physical size
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FIG. 1. (color online) The cross section of Alcator C-Mod with a representative LSN magnetic
equilibrium. The diagnostic gas puff enters from a nozzle mounted in the low-field-side limiter,
2.54 cm below the height of the magnetic axis. The 2D GPI viewing array covers 4cm × 4.4cm
at this location, extending both into the region of closed flux surfaces (blue) and open field lines
(green).
scales of the plasma edge: the characteristic length of the pressure profile, Lvis >∼ 6Lp and
the sound gyro-radius Lvis >∼ 60ρs.
In this paper we report the observation of clear differences in the turbulence characteristics
of the open and closed flux surface regions, consequently we distinguish between the regions
by using the term “edge” to refer exclusively to the ∼ 2cm wide region inside the last closed
flux surface, as opposed to the “Scrape-Off-Layer” which is the region with open field lines.
Plots are often labeled by the ρ parameter, which in this form (without any indices) stands for
the distance into the SOL as mapped to the height of the midplane on the low-field-side. The
vertical columns of the viewing array are nearly aligned with the poloidal sections of the flux
surfaces, so that the variation of ρ along a single vertical column is less than 1.5mm. Spatial
Fourier-transforms along these columns therefore generate poloidal wavenumber information.
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The excitation of the neutral gas depends on the number and average energy of electron-
neutral collisions making the diagnostic sensitive to a combination of n˜e and T˜e [19]. The
velocities measured from a spatial and temporal spectrum are therefore phase velocities of
emission features.
In order to compare the motion of observed emission features with expected fluid mo-
tion and particle drifts, electron diamagnetic drift velocities in the edge and near SOL are
estimated using ne and Te profiles from Thomson scattering [20], while radial electric field
profiles in the SOL are evaluated from direct electric potential measurements made using
scanning Langmuir probes.
III. OBSERVATIONS
A. L-mode
The structure and behavior of edge and SOL turbulence has been studied for a wide range of
plasma parameters. Here we focus on LSN Ohmic L-mode discharges with Ip parallel to BT
and B×∇B towards the active X-point. Comparison between the general turbulence trends
of LSN and USN discharges from the campaign of 2006-2007 showed very little differences,
therefore we make no further reference to USN plasmas in this paper. Magnetic equilibria
were set up for a range of plasma currents 0.4MA < Ip < 1.0MA, and toroidal magnetic
fields 2.6T < BT < 6.8T. Line averaged density –n¯e– scans were performed at various
combinations for 0.15 < n¯e/nG < 0.45, where nG(10
20m−3) = Ip(MA)/(pia
2(m2)) is the
Greenwald-limit [21]. For the majority of discharges the safety factor at 95% of the flux
was held constant at q95 ≈ 5 but in the graphs showing collections of data from the scans,
fixed BT and scanned Ip data are included as well in order to separate out any potential
current-related effects.
The radial profiles of the edge turbulence produced in all L-mode discharges are quali-
tatively the same. Both the edge and the SOL spectra are broad-band, yet there are clear
differences between the two regions. The fluctuation levels relative to the average brightness
levels of the views are significantly (about an order of magnitude) higher in the SOL than
in the edge. Additionally, SOL emission signals are intermittent and produce distinctly dif-
ferent spectral distributions from those of the edge. Emission features of the edge show no
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radial propagation, but pick up radial speed quickly once they cross the separatrix.
We have also characterized these regions by generating spatial as well as temporal Fourier
transforms from the light signals. This yields 2-dimensional, wavenumber–frequency spectra
S(kpol, f) from every vertical column in the array, ie 9 radial locations, spanning the edge
and the SOL. Since typical turbulence spectra fall off rather rapidly with both kpol and
frequency, we normalize the spectra to every frequency band, as
S(kpol|f) =
S(kpol, f)
S(f)
basically treating the spectrum as a probability distribution and generating the S(kpol|f)
conditional spectrum, in order to highlight trends in the relatively high frequency, high
wavenumber domain. Conditional spectra of L-modes show a characteristic radial profile
(Fig. 2), in which fluctuations of the SOL produce a single lobe in the observed kpol-f
spectra with kpol < 0cm
−1. A negative wavenumber in our sign convention means that
the propagation is vertically down, in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. Edge turbulence,
by contrast, is found to be dominated by kpol > 0cm
−1 fluctuations, ie propagating in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction. The measured kpol-f spectra are well fitted by a linear
dispersion relation up to high frequencies so that vph = vg for a broad range, and these
velocities can be determined for every radial location (Fig. 3).
This propagation velocity trend across the separatrix may not be surprising. Given that
parallel electron losses dominate on open field lines the radial electric field Er of the SOL is
positive, in accordance with φfloat ≈ 3Te/e (as in [22]) , setting the E×B direction parallel to
what we labeled “ion diamagnetic drift direction” (IDD), additionally, previous GPI studies
of the SOL have already shown a similar bulk propagation trend. In the edge, on the other
hand, ion losses dominate due to neoclassical effects, rendering Er < 0 in this zone, and
generating an E×B drift in what we called the “electron diamagnetic drift direction” (EDD).
However, there are details of the radial profiles that suggest a more subtle view.
Wavenumber-frequency spectra from the separatrix region, as in the middle graph in Fig.
2, show two counter-propagating lobes, with velocities very closely matching those found
in the regions where the respective features dominate. The velocities are never found to
transition smoothly from one direction to the other, rather, their velocities are remarkably
constant withR; and in some cases the IDD propagating features exist as deep as ρ = −1.7cm
in the plasma, albeit with low intensities. Figure 3 clearly demonstrates the velocity trend.
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FIG. 2. (color online) Radial profile of the turbulence in poloidal wavenumber and frequency space.
kpol > 0 corresponds to propagation vertically up, in the EDD (see text) – this is characteristic
in the edge, and kpol < 0 to motion in the IDD, this is characteristic of the SOL. The middle
graph shows the separatrix region in which instead of a slowly propagating feature, both features
are seen with their well defined speeds. The two narrow spikes in the middle are caused by noise.
BT = 5.4T, Ip = 0.8MA, n¯e/nG = 0.45
For comparison, we also plotted vE = Er/BT as a solid band (green), the thickness of which
shows the error estimated from probe measurements. The probe measurement is made in
a different discharge with similar q95 and Greenwald fraction (Ip = 0.8MA, BT = 5.4T),
since probe data were not available for the discharge plotted. In the far SOL, there is
good agreement between vE and the propagation velocities, but they manifestly deviate at
ρ <∼ 0.5cm. If the measured velocities were simply interpreted as E × B drifts, Er would
have to change sign in less than the 3.7mm spot size, and attain its maximal values. This
is in disagreement with both previous probe results [13] and measurements of the radial
electric field by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy [23]. Interpretation of the edge
propagation velocity solely as vE in these regimes also contradicts the existence of the Er-
well found in ref. [23], which should cause a shear in the region where the edge turbulence
propagation velocities seem to be largely invariant. The EDD velocities in the edge are close
to the diamagnetic drift velocity vD = ∇pe/neeBT also plotted in Fig. 3 as a solid (purple)
curve, running below the measured phase velocities as expected, since vE and vD are in the
same direction in the region.
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FIG. 3. Radial profile of the poloidal propagation velocities. Diamonds show the measured phase
velocities of the positive kpol, while squares show those for negative kpol. The purple curve is the
electron diamagnetic drift velocity profile and the green curve is the E×B velocity for ρ > 0.
The above observations suggest that the velocities measured belong to two distinct ob-
jects, a wavelike set of fluctuations dominant in the edge and plasma blobs moving generally
with E×B in the SOL. This motivates treating the two lobes of the kpol-f spectra separately
even in the regions of overlap, and may have implications as to the generation mechanism
of the SOL features from edge turbulence, to which we return in Sec. IV. Summing up
the power of the two sides of the spectra separately yields Fig. 4 where we plotted the
intensity profiles of both sides normalized to a sum of unity, so the regions of dominance
may become apparent. The peak intensity (normalized to DC) of the SOL turbulence in the
higher Greenwald fraction (FGr = n¯e/nG) cases shifts outwards.
The edge turbulence spectra for positive kpol plotted in Figure 5 show a number of re-
markable features. Qualitatively, spectra scale with the Greenwald fraction: a high value
of n¯e/nG gives a higher relative fluctuation level in the edge plasma. Figure 6 gives a more
quantitative view on this scaling, showing the total relative fluctuation level above 50kHz
from the positive kpol side of spectra. The lower limit on the integration is chosen so as to
exclude any contamination from the negative kpol side, due to finite resolution.
The result shows a sensitive dependence of the turbulence power on Greenwald fraction,
with a sharp increase in power around n¯e/nG = 0.25 making a strong connection to ref. [13]
and [14] where the density profile of the SOL was found to systematically flatten and its
average density to increase as the line averaged density of the main plasma, and consequently
FGr increased. This provides further evidence to the claim in the above references that nG
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FIG. 5. (color online) Edge turbulence spectra normalized to average brightness values with a
kpol > 0 filter for 0.15 < n¯e/nG < 0.45. The curves are color coded for Greenwald fraction in a
rainbow scheme going from low FGr (blue) to high (red). Lower FGr curves generally fall under
the higher FGr ones.
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FIG. 6. Sum of the fluctuation power relative to the DC level above 50 kHz from the EDD
turbulence.
is in fact a limit set by turbulent transport, but indicates as well that the key region for the
turbulent transport is the edge, indeed the turbulence with positive kpol in the edge. More
will be said about the effect of the edge turbulence on SOL spectra and the far SOL density
in Sec. IV once H-mode results are clarified. For now we continue interpreting the edge
spectra.
All curves in Fig. 5 exhibit an unmistakable break in slope. In the wide literature of
turbulence it is customary (though not necessarily correctly) to refer to such breaks in the
slope of power spectra as the scale of energy injection [24]. The frequency values at which
these breaks occur cover a wide range from 100kHz to just above 300kHz. Since, however,
the kpol-f spectra are well fitted by a constant propagation velocity, one can evaluate the
spatial scales of the break in slope simply as
kpol =
2pif
vEDD
,
a generous gain, considering that the time resolution of our system far exceeds its spatial
resolution capabilities; and a useful transformation since the wavenumber is unaffected by
the choice of the reference frame. The literature of theoretical treatment of edge turbulence
on the other hand prefers k⊥ρs as a parameter, for its significance in the equations describing
drift-wave turbulence [25] (ρs is the ion gyro-radius at the sound speed). The characteristic
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FIG. 7. Drift-normalized wavenumbers of the break in slope in the edge turbulence spectra from
q95 = 5 discharges.
values found experimentally fall in the range k⊥ρs ∈ [0.09, 0.17] (cf. ref. [25] where this
is the range both in k⊥ρs and αd where both drift waves and interchange instabilities may
be important). Further, we find that even after adjusting for the propagation speeds and
normalizing the resulting break in slope wavenumber kcpol to the sound gyro-radius, a trend
remains in the kcpolρs values. This trend is shown in Figure 7 with k
c
polρs showing a slight
decrease as FGr increases. These break in slope wavenumbers then lend themselves as
division points for further inspection of the spectra: the reason why they might represent
the scale of energy injection is that spectral transfer is expected to be different towards
larger structures than towards smaller ones, and even if these critical wavenumbers cannot
be identified as such, their importance remains as the spatial scale where factors of turbulence
drive and dissipation change essentially.
One conspicuous feature of the power spectra above this point is that they all show a
power-law decay P (f) ∝ f−γ, a tendency considered customary after the formulation of the
Kolmogorov-scaling, but demonstrated here only above 200kHz. The decay exponents, or
spectral indices, of the spectra from all experiments were determined by least-square fits,
which provided values of γ = 4.1± 0.4, in the range of regularly predicted theoretical values
for both interchange and drift wave turbulence. Below the break in slope, on the other hand,
a considerable variety of spectral shapes is seen, with the trends as a function of FGr shown
in Fig. 8.
At low Greenwald fractions, we find that the spectrum has a slight, sometimes even a pro-
nounced peak at the high frequency (∼ 200kHz) end of the spectra. We return to discussing
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FIG. 8. Conditional wavenumber–frequency spectra from the edge region of L-mode plasmas,
plotted for a wide range of Greenwald fractions. The corresponding turbulence spectra on the
right show only the positive kpol component in order to filter the data from any effects caused by
the blobby SOL component which is subdominant in this region. The intensity of the turbulence
goes up rapidly at FGr ≈ 0.25
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the significance of this point in the next subsection. As the Greenwald fraction increases,
this feature becomes a plateau, eventually giving way to a fully developed turbulent spec-
trum, in which it is manifested as the break in slope. Accompanying these changes the
overall turbulence intensity increases as noted above. Thus the positive kpol turbulence in
the the edge responds quite sensitively to changes in the Greenwald fraction, filling in more
and more size scales with higher and higher intensities as the density increases. Given the
observations [13] of increased particle transport with increased FGr, the new observations
regarding the dependence of edge turbulence on FGr suggest a close connection to edge par-
ticle transport. The behavior of cross-field edge transport, on the other hand, shows even
more dramatic changes as the plasma undergoes an L-to-H transition.
B. H-mode
Studies of the edge turbulence in the L-H transition were conducted in LSN discharges, with
B×∇B in the direction favorable for transitions, ie toward the active X-point. Both Ohmic
and ICRF heated H-modes were studied. In Ohmic H-modes, the transition was triggered by
ramping the toroidal field down to BT = 2.8T, subsequently raising the field back to a value
that put q95 > 3.3 to facilitate access to the Enhanced D-Alpha H-mode [1, 26]. In order to
exclude any effects having to do with changing values of the field, or the safety factor, we
also studied ICRF heated H-modes with a fixed magnetic field of BT = 5.4T and a heating
power of PRF = 2.5MW triggering the transition. As long as the safety factor value does
not inhibit the onset of an EDA H-mode, the transition sequence is roughly the same in
both Ohmic and ICRF heated H-modes: L-mode → ELMfree H-mode → EDA H-mode, so
all three regimes are studied in each case. In no case were there discreet ELMs observed.
Differences in the turbulence and turbulent fluxes have been noted in a number of studies
(see e.g. [27], [28], or the review [29] and the references within). The prominent changes
found in the edge turbulence as the above sequence occurs are demonstrated in Fig. 9. The L-
mode turbulence plotted in the figure has a kcpolρs = 0.13. ELMfree H-modes exhibit a much
reduced outward cross-field transport, both main species and impurity density increases
roughly linearly with time in such plasmas, eventually leading to radiative collapse unless
another H-mode regime is accessed. In this phase, the k-filtered spectrum reveals that the
positive kpol features decrease by over a factor of 10 in power. Filtering known sources of
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noise brings back a faint kpol > 0 feature at f > 250kHz with a poloidal propagation velocity
of ∼ 25km/s, approximately consistent with the results of ref. [23] (derived using Charge-
Exchange-Recombination-Spectroscopy) where the Er in the edge of ELMfree plasmas is
found to be on the order of 100kV/m, yielding vE ≈ 20km/s. Due to the low intensity,
however, no radial velocity profile has yet been assembled, therefore the match to CXRS
results is still somewhat limited. As the transition from ELMfree to EDA H-mode occurs, the
QCM appears on the positive kpol side in the edge with k
QCM
pol ρs = 0.11, which is suggestive
of a connection between the underlying instability of the QCM and the possible energy
injection scale of the L-mode turbulence. A connection is further reinforced by the fact
that spectral powers at frequencies and wavenumbers somewhat smaller than those of the
QCM remain reduced compared to L-mode levels, perhaps pointing to inhibited spectral
transfer, which may be the reason the QCM can grow strong. The QCM is known to be
responsible for increased cross-field particle transport [17], and is now suggested as a further
manifestation of the underlying drive of L-mode edge turbulence. One further argument for
the edge turbulence, as opposed to the SOL turbulence being responsible for this transport
is made by following the evolution of the SOL spectra through the transition. The negative
kpol (IDD propagating) spectra of the SOL turbulence (the blobs) are invariant through these
important changes when normalized to the average brightness levels, as is evident from Fig.
10.
The above results have been reproduced for both the Ohmic and the ICRF heated H-
mode discharges. No significant changes were found, adding to the correlation of strong
cross-field particle flux and edge turbulence.
IV. DISCUSSION
Using fast (2 MHZ) 2D Gas-Puff-Imaging viewing the 4 cm radial region at the low-field-
side of Alcator C-Mod, we examined the turbulence both in the edge and in the SOL. We
distinguished two connected but distinctly different regions in L-mode plasmas: in the edge
inside the LCFS, the dominant broadband turbulence propagates poloidally in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction. In the far SOL the turbulent structures (blobs) move poloidally
in the opposite direction, consistent with the E × B direction and magnitude there. We
presented evidence that it is primarily the turbulence of the edge region that is closely linked
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FIG. 9. Changes in the edge turbulence spectrum at the L-to-H transition. The top part of the
figure shows conditional k-f spectra (normalized to every band in frequency), from the edge of an
Ohmically heated plasma undergoing a transition in (from left to right) the L-mode, the ELMfree
H-mode and the EDA H-mode phases. The single lobe in the ion diamagnetic drift direction is not
getting stronger in the middle graph, the increased visibility is an artifact of the normalization, and
so is the apparent dip in the same lobe at the frequency of the QCM. The bottom figure shows the
k-filtered spectra from the three regimes, with a ∼ 10× drop in power from L-mode to ELMfree,
and the QCM appearing at the breaking point of the spectrum in EDA.
with cross-field particle transport in this region. Poloidal-wavenumber–frequency spectra
from the edge are found to be well approximated by a linear dispersion relation allowing to
express power spectra as a function of kpol = 2pif/vEDD, which is not subject to any Doppler-
shifts. Results show a clear break in slope of power vs kpol at k
c
pol with k
c
polρs = 0.09− 0.17
over a range of magnetic fields and densities. Below this value, there is a clear dependence
of the spectra upon Greenwald fraction, with the power of the turbulence increasing with
n¯e/nG, and the power at wavenumbers lower than the characteristic k
c
pol filling in as the edge
becomes more turbulent and spectral transfer is enhanced. In ELMfree H-mode plasmas,
this turbulence shows a dramatic drop in power and speeds up to ∼ 25km/s, approximately
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FIG. 10. The power spectrum of the SOL turbulence relative to the DC brightness level. The L-
mode (green), ELM-free H-mode (black) and EDA H-mode (red) curves are spectra are essentially
indistinguishable.
consistent with a concurrent increase in the Er-well depth there. If the ELMfree H-mode
evolves into an H-mode with a QCM, the QCM develops in this region with kQCMpol ρs = 0.1,
suggesting a possible connection with the turbulence input scale seen in L-mode. The SOL
turbulence on the other hand seems largely unaffected by even the changes brought about by
the L-H transition, as shown in Fig. 10. This result merely underlines the importance of edge
turbulence and is not inconsistent with previous findings from other tokamak experiments
[27, 28], in which the frequency or intensity of blobs, or the particle flux was observed to
drop in the L-H transition. It needs to be emphasized, however, that the spectra in Fig.
10 are normalized to the average brightness level, and therefore the one from the higher
confinement plasma, ie lower SOL density does represent an absolute drop in either blob
frequency or intensity. Previous studies have also shown that plasma in the far SOL is
primarily the result of blobs born near the LCFS (see eg [6]), explaining how invariant
normalized spectra can still represent different particle fluxes from the edge region[7]. The
new observation also ties in well with previous results from Alcator C-Mod, especially in ref.
[13] where density in the far SOL is shown to systematically fill in relative to the edge at
Greenwald fractions FGr ≈ 0.3, indicating an enhanced cross-field particle transport. Here
we show the relative intensity of the edge turbulence increasing at a similar value of FGr.
In this paper we have concentrated on the propagation and the behavior of the edge
turbulence, but the trend of the poloidal propagation velocities of the SOL turbulence with
Greenwald fraction can also help strengthen our understanding. Figure 11 shows trends in
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FIG. 11. Measured propagation velocities in the SOL in the ion diamagnetic drift direction against
Greenwald fraction at different toroidal fields. The grey points at 2.6T are from the 2007 campaign,
all others are from the present experiment.
the poloidal velocity of the SOL turbulence from the 2007 campaign together with recent
results. At the Greenwald fraction where the edge turbulence starts to grow the phase
velocities in the IDD direction decrease for each value of magnetic field. The trend supports
our statement that the far SOL blob velocity is E×B.
In view of ref. [14] the edge-SOL system is considered to exist at a critical αMHD, normal-
ized pressure gradient. If however the density increases, ∇Te is expected to decrease unless
completely different physics (like H-mode) enters. But Er ∝ ∇Te in the SOL, therefore vE is
expected to decrease with density. Moreover there is also a clear decreasing tendency with
toroidal field, qualitatively consistent with vE = Er/BT .
Even though it is not possible to know from these measurements the exact physics of
the underlying instability for blob generation, the picture that is starting to take shape
from these findings and those of [14, 15] seems very similar to the one presented in [12],
and is roughly the following. The edge density and temperature profiles are set by gradient
limiting transport mechanisms. This manifests itself as the QCM in EDA regimes, and
through spectral transfer from this instability to larger features, as broad-band turbulence
in L-mode. This development towards larger features is hindered if: a) ne/nG is very small
(peaked spectra), b) there is a strong edge flow as in ELM-free and EDA discharges. These
features are wavelike, moving poloidally at a velocity set by their specific dispersion (vD and
vE together), and their amplitude may become large enough to go beyond a critical gradient
at which plasma is pushed across the field, at which point, instead of a wave motion (which
17
does not involve poloidal particle drift) separate blobs of plasma travel through the SOL
following vE of that region.
Of course this conjecture is not complete. Not only does it not identify the underlying
instability, it also gives no explanation to the existence of the IDD propagating feature in
ELMfree H-mode as deep as ρ = −1.5cm where the vE ≈ 25km/s. This point raises possi-
bility of “contamination” of the measurements by the intrinsic, non-localized Dα emission
or of systematic instrumental effects associated with GPI. We have examined the possibility
that the IDD propagating features at ρ <∼ −1cm are due to non-localized intrinsic emission
or to toroidal spreading of the local gas puff, leading to emission along the line-of-sight from
a ρ > 0. Neither possibility is quantitatively consistent with the observations. Thus at
present, we have no satisfactory explanation for the existence of the IDD feature well inside
the LCFS and coexisting with the EDD feature.
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